
2020 History Teacher Symposium Session Abstracts 
Session Materials Available in a Google Doc at 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nUEv6KbQXLhyKpZ0U7j_mhzJIC9ti4td?usp=sharing  

# Presenter(s) Affiliation(s) Title: Abstract:  

Sessions 10:00-10:50 

1. 

SCH 

114 

Brad Marcy & Ashlie Marcy, 

LeRoy High School  

Hitting Hard History in High 

School – Facilitating 

Productive Discourse on 

Controversial Issues in the 

Classroom 

This session will empower teachers to approach hard topics and discussion in a classroom 

environment.  Teachers will leave with tools to enhance their discussion and lessons as well 

as next day ready lessons with FREE ACCESS! 

 

2. 

SCH 

212 

Mduduzi Ntuli,  

Holocaust & Genocide Center, 

Johannesburg ZA; & Katrin 

Paehler,  

Illinois State University 

Little Hindsight and Much 

Future: Holocaust and 

Genocide Studies 

How is the Holocaust, how are genocides best taught?  Katrin Paehler discusses best 

practices and how to avoid hindsight when teaching in the US, while Mduduzi Ntuli 

describes, via skype, the innovative and pioneering approaches taken at the newly opened 

Holocaust and Genocide Center in Jo’burg, South Africa. 

 

3. 

SCH 

201 

April Anderson-Zorn,  

Milner Library – Rayfield 

Archives, Illinois State 

University  

Women’s Work: The 

Scholarship and Activism of 

Suffrage-Era Women at 

Illinois State University 

This talk will look at the lives of three ISNU women who were not only scholars in their 

fields but activists for women’s rights in the early 20th century: June Rose Colby, Angeline 

Vernon Milner, and Rachel Crothers.   

 

4. 

SCH 

201 

Steve Fouts,  

CEO, Teach Different Inc.; & 

Dan Fouts,  

Maine West High School 

Create Social Studies Lessons 

Your Students Remember 

This workshop introduces participants to a universally designed and culturally responsive 3-

step student engagement technique that uses SEL principles to build essential questions and 

promote equity in the classroom.  The workshop is designed for social studies teachers of all 

subject levels and content areas and is aligned to multiple national standards.   

5. 

SCH 

108 

Ryan Lawler,  

Heyworth High School 

American Identity Explored 

Via Music 

The goal of this 2-3 day lesson is to explore the various factors that shape American identity.  

By analyzing various genres of music lyrics and videos, students can explore themes that 

shape the way people view “being American”.  The lesson includes group discussion, using 

evidence and analysis skills.   

6. 

SCH 

206 

Bill Kemp & 

Rochelle Gridley,  

McLean County Museum of 

History 

Unseen History: How to use 

the Pantagraph Collection 

Digital Database in the 

Classroom 

Museum Librarian Bill Kemp and Museum Volunteer Rochelle Gridley will explore this new 

resource and teaching tool that is now available for anyone to use.  Over 36,000 negatives, 

the majority of which were unpublished, have been digitized so far that illustrate the history 

of McLean County as well as over a dozen surrounding counties from 1933 to 1944.  In 

addition to exploring the database and the themes that can be explored there, presenters will 

give a tutorial on how to access the images on the Illinois Digital Archives website, along 

with giving teachers a resource handout of key words to search by for use in the classroom.   

7. 

SCH 

207 

James Wolfinger,  

Illinois State University 

Race: America’s Original Sin This presentation explores the development of a racial caste system in America, a system that 

categorized people, created social hierarchy, and established a slave system that shaped the 

entire history of the United States.  The nation’s deployment of racial hierarchy, I argue, 

should be seen as America’s original sin.  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nUEv6KbQXLhyKpZ0U7j_mhzJIC9ti4td?usp=sharing


8. 

SCH 

211 

Mary Ellen Daneels,  

Robert R McCormick 

Foundation; & Tracy Freeman, 

Normal West HS/ McCormick 

MS Civics Mentor 

#CivicsInTheMiddle: The 

New 6-8 Grade Civics 

Requirement 

 

The new civics course mandate requires classrooms to use simulations of democratic 

processes, current & social issue discussions and service-learning to close the civic 

opportunity gap.  Engage with FREE resources that you can use to enhance your classroom 

practice.  

 

9. 

SCH 

215 

Jacob Thornton,  

Illinois State Board of Education 

Teaching a Queer History. 

What the LGBTQ Curriculum 

Bill Means for Schools 

An interactive and informational session about the recently passed LGBTQ Curriculum Bill.  

Participants will learn more than just what the law says, they will gain an understanding 

about the purpose and intent of the bill.  Learn about the implications for schools across 

Illinois.  Interact with a few examples of how to incorporate LGBTQ History into an existing 

curriculum.   

10. 

SCH 

246 

Tiffany V Lefler, 

Bloomington Public Library 

Your Local Public Library Is 

There for You and Your 

Students 

The Bloomington Public Library offers a wide variety of history research sources.  Come 

learn about our Local History Department, our archive of the Pantagraph (microfilm and 

online), and our online history resources.  Also, hear about our collaboration with two local 

junior high schools and their history projects.   

11. 

SCH 

112 

Lisa Bourial & 

Tad Carlson,  

Champaign Unit 4 Schools 

Supporting and Encouraging 

Emergent Bilingual Voices in 

Secondary Social Studies 

Courses 

It can seem overwhelming when Emergent Bilinguals without the background knowledge 

and/or English proficiency arrive in our Social Studies classes.  However, there are ways to 

leverage their diverse backgrounds and perspectives and provide language supports for their 

success and create a richer learning environment for all students.  

Sessions 11:00-11:50 

12. 

SCH 

215 

Roy Olson,  

Rolling Meadows High School 

Creating a Discourse Utopia: 

Debates and Discussion in the 

History Classroom 

This session will share two iterations of common instructional strategies, debates and 

Socratic discussions, that encourage increased amount of student discussion.  Using various 

modes of discussion supports students in forging perspectives on these issues after exposure 

to different ideas, thus helping them identify important historical ideas, while simultaneously 

developing intrigue. 

13. 

SCH 

201 

Jonathon J Kaminsky, Prospect 

High School 

Encouraging Activism in the 

Social Studies Classroom 

After learning about the history of economics, my students researched a charity or cause they 

believe in and through supported lessons found ways to be part of the solution.  Presentation 

will include examples and lesson plans to accomplish this in your classroom.  

14. 

SCH 

244 

Chad Kuehnl,  

Regional Alternative School; & 

Kyle Ciani,  

Illinois State University 

Bad A** Women: 20th 

Century Activists in the U.S.  

This session shows educators how to implement and communicate the importance of 

advocacy by women and youth in the 20th century.  We will provide sample lesson plans and 

primary source links to highlight activists such as suffrage leaders, civil rights activists, labor 

protesters, and climate change advocates.  The goal of this session is to provide educators 

with information that is relevant for student growth.   

15. 

SCH 

204 

Michele Southerd & 

Nikki Gallier,  

George Evans Junior High 

 

C3 and SGB Assessment in 

the Trenches 

Nikki and Michele will offer their experience from Unit 5’s journey of C3 standards 

curriculum alignment and implementation including the transition to Standards-Based 

Grading.  We will offer tips and tricks for what to focus on and what to avoid for realistic 

implementation within the classroom.   

16. 
SCH 

108 

Bonnie Laughlin-Schultz, 

Eastern Illinois University 

Engaging Students in Linking 

Past and Present: Determining 

the Fate of Confederate 

Monuments 

This presentation will highlight how to engage students in discussion of the removal of 

Confederate monuments.  Participants will be provided with readings that allow thoughtful 

engagement with multiple perspectives and other materials to foster students’ nuanced 

understanding & classroom civility when discussing controversial issues linking past -

present. 



17. 

SCH 

242 

Art Leach, Jack Murphy, Chris 

Koos, Juan Ruiz, David Estes, 

Livingston County War Museum 

Meet America’s Veterans: a 

Panel Discussion 

The Livingston County War Museum in Pontiac IL will present a panel discussion with four 

of our combat veterans who fought in five of America’s wars: World War II, Korea, 

Vietnam, Iraq & Afghanistan.  Come meet our vets & participate in first-hand, living history.  

18. 

SCH 

207 

John Camardella, 

Prospect High School 

 

The Critical Need for 

Religious Literacy in 

Education 

Due to the fact religion is embedded in all aspects of culture, we know it is already embedded 

in the content being taught in schools across Illinois. This presentation aims to help educators 

identify the religious dimensions of their content and learn to teach in both pedagogically rich 

and constitutionally sound ways. By advancing a more sophisticated understanding of the 

roles religions play in both history and contemporary affairs, educators can assist students in 

being active participants in building a more just and peaceful society. 

19. 

SCH 

211 

Jason M. Artman,  

Mendota Township High School 

Doing History: Practical 

Approaches to Teaching and 

Writing in History and Civics 

Jason M. Artman is an Instructional Coach for the Illinois Civic Mission Coalition and wrote 

and facilitates civics workshops for OnlineImpact.  The activities he designed for his history 

classrooms are applicable and practical to other classes. Participants will leave with many 

reading and writing activities for use in any classroom at the middle- or high-school level. 

20. 

SCH 

212 

Sara Piotrowski,  

Monica Noraian, & 

Richard Hughes,  

Illinois State University 

Teaching LGBTQ+ History: 

An Inclusive Approach 

This session will help teachers explore ideas, approaches, content examples, and resources 

inspired by the new State of Illinois LGBTQ+ Curriculum Bill. Presenters will share a variety 

of materials, approaches, lesson examples and resources. Participants will have time for 

discussion and questions at the end. 

21. 

SCH 

246 

Caroline Fox Anvick,  

Normal Community High School 

“Lunch and Learn” as a Fun 

and Compelling Way to Teach  

The program I’ve developed as the librarian at NCHS offers students opportunities to learn 

about a variety of topics from local experts in fields such as advocacy, STEM, & history, in a 

casual environment that invites conversation and questions.  I’d love to help educators create 

this within their classes/school, using the wealth of local resources & organizations available.  

22. 

SCH 

112 

Kelly Schrems & 

Lauren Butts,  

Bloomington High School 

Teaching Social Studies in a 

High Needs Environment 

Facilitating meaningful, informed classroom discussions can be difficult in classrooms where 

students have high needs.  Teachers must take the needs of their students into account, form 

trusting relationships and provide adequate supports before expecting students to engage in 

the learning process.  This session will focus on strategies for providing curriculum that takes 

high rates of IEP and 504 accommodations into account, providing organizational supports 

for frequently absent students, technological aids for presenting curriculum in multiple 

different languages and building relationships with students who may not have basic needs 

met outside of school.   

Sessions 1:00-1:50 

23. 

SCH 

212 

Kate Pole & 

Evan Wilson,  

Teacher & Student Teacher, 

University High School 

With Liberty and Justice for 

All: Second-class Citizenship 

and the Myth of the Black 

Criminal 

Attendees will participate in hands-on, classroom-tested activities that teach students how the 

myth of the “black criminal” was built into the American imaginary, thus relegating millions 

of African Americans to a second-class citizenry that continues today.  Participants will also 

walk away with strategies to approach these difficult, but invaluable conversations.  

24. 

SCH 

244 

Brad Marcy & 

Daniel McEllin,  

Teacher & Student Teacher, 

LeRoy High School 

 

Meeting Students in the 

Future: Cutting Edge 

Classroom Tools & Methods 

to Incorporate Technology & 

Enhance the SS Curricula 

This session will empower teachers to teach the past through the tools of the future.  One-

to-One friendly presentation tools, online databases, virtual reality, 3D printing and GIS 

satellite tools will be demonstrated.  Additionally, high engagement lesson plans will be 

distributed that make it easy for teachers to meet their students in the digital space.   

 

 

 



25. 

SCH 

215 

Maureen Brunsdale & Rebecca 

Fitzsimmons, Milner Library 

Special Collections, Illinois State 

University 

At the Circus: Sawdust, 

Strength, and Suffrage 

Women circus performers were great examples of what equality could look like.  They were 

strong, independent, and made as much money—or more—as their male counterparts.  This 

empowerment was showcased daily during their performances and eventually became part of 

the narrative of women’s suffrage.  They served as an inspiration to women across the nation.  

26. 

SCH 

112 

Jamie Mathy,  

Red Raccoon Games, &  

Zack Gilbert,  

Thomas Metcalf School 

Gaming in the Classroom What happens when you combine a game store owner and a gaming social studies teacher?  

Classroom awesomeness!  Games are one of the best tools to help students gain empathy and 

understanding of our past.  We learn best through play and that is what we will do in this 

session.  We will share some classroom examples and we will play some games and discuss 

the potential of their use in your classroom.  Comes see how games can be a powerful tool 

that can help all of your students. 

27. 

SCH 

108 

Benjamin R. Wellenreiter,  

Illinois State University 

Blast from the past: 1950s 

education films’ portrayal of 

social media-worthy life 

Idyllic portrayals of life started long before the internet.  Explore American propaganda films 

designed to depict society as traditional, content, and satisfying.  Participants analyze 

“Mental Hygiene” films as examples of propaganda versus reality during the Cold War and 

compare them to social media concepts.  Classroom-ready resources will be discussed. 

28. 

SCH 

246 

Andrew Quain,  

Prairie Central High School 

Extending the Classroom 

Walls by Mapping Local 

Cemeteries 

For the past few years, geography students at Prairie Central HS have been mapping local 

cemeteries.  To date, students have created digital maps for fifteen local cemeteries including 

the graves of over 18,000 people.  This session will show you how to start mapping 

cemeteries with students and explore the wide range of social studies topics that can be 

discovered during a project of this scale.  

29. 

SCH 

138 

Christine Varga-Harris, Illinois 

State University; &  

Zachary Williams,  

St. Michael Catholic School 

Enriching Understandings of 

the 21st C: Challenging Cold 

War Politics by Teaching the 

Soviet Experience through the 

Lens of History 

The Cold War continues to cast a shadow on understandings of the Twentieth Century and 

perceptions about Russia.  This presentation tackles misconceptions about the Soviet Union 

through insights into historical research accompanied by a range of accessible primary 

sources, and provides methods for incorporating these into lesson plans.  

 

30. 

SCH 

242 

Katie Elvidge,  

Center for Educational Initiatives, 

ISBE 

Strategies for Social Science 

Inquiry 

Discover tools and strategies to guide the planning of inquiry within the classroom!  The 

Illinois Learning Standards for Social Science emphasize the use of inquiry in the classroom.  

In addition to discussing what inquiry is and why it’s important, this session will focus on 

strategies to engage students in the social sciences that align to a five-stage inquiry process.  

31. 

SCH 

130 

Robin Stevenson, 

Keynote Speaker and Author 

Strategies for Creating 

LGBTQ+ Inclusive Schools 

Equity and inclusion are essential in creating schools where all students feel seen, welcomed 

and supported. This presentation will explore strategies for developing LGBTQ+ inclusive 

school policies, climate and curriculum, and for addressing challenges that can arise. 

32. 

SCH 

206 

Suzie Hutton & Greg 

Kocourek, Bloomington J H 

School; & Sarah Bonner,  

Heyworth J H School 

Internment & Inquiry as 

Disruption 

Heyworth Junior High and Bloomington Junior High School students are working together to 

read Internment by Samira Ahmed, engage in guest speaker/field trip related activities and 

create student-driven research projects.  We will have a panel of student and teacher 

presenters (focusing on the student voices/experiences).   

Sessions 2:00-2:50 

33. 

SCH 

212 

Deanna Wiist & 

Jason Klokkenga, 

Normal West High School 

Inquiry for Action Inspired by Malala Yousafzai, participants will learn about using an inquiry-based approach 

to develop critical thinking skills necessary to take action.  The inquiry focuses on the voices 

of young people & the Power of One Voice. We’ll be sharing examples from our classrooms. 

   



34. 

SCH 

244 

Andrew Hartman, Erin 

Mikulec, Illinois State 

University; Robert Fitzgerald,  

University H S & Andy Goveia, 

Thomas Metcalf School 

Teaching History is Political 

(Whether You Like It or Not) 

This roundtable will pivot from the basic assertion that teaching history is political (whether 

you like it or not).  But what does this mean for history teachers, especially in an age of 

intense political polarization?  How should history teachers organize curriculum in ways that 

tackle the important political and ethical questions of our time, while also engaging all 

students no matter their backgrounds?  Each roundtable member will draw upon their own 

unique perspectives to answer these questions in the form of 10-minute presentations.  This 

should leave plenty of time for audience participation.  We welcome spirited discussion! 

35. 

SCH 

215 

Mike Matejka, 

Great Plains Laborers; & 

Stephanie Fortado,  

University of Illinois 

Women in Labor Rank and file Illinois women have been workplace and labor leaders since the 19th century.  

Many stereotype labor leadership as a white male domain, but women were vocal voices and 

significant leaders in Illinois, the maelstrom of the labor movement.  This presentation will 

explore significant women and offer primary resources.  

36. 

SCH 

212 

Courtney Billittier & 

Amanda Ganas,  

William Fremd High School 

Content Today . . . Citizenship 

Tomorrow 

Using content as the foundation to teach students about how to better understand themselves 

and other people’s perspectives with experiential learning strategies.  The session will 

include best practices, hands-on-learning activities & simulation-based lessons from various 

disciplines across Social Studies. 

37. 

SCH 

108 

Patrick Cain &  

Katie Snyder,  

Museum of the Grand Prairie 

Artifact Discovery: Women’s 

Rights from Suffrage to Today 

Beginning with the fight for suffrage and extending to the present, learn how to explore 

artifacts, music, and visual arts to help tell the story of the Women’s Rights Movement in 

Champaign County as well as throughout the United States.  Plus, get a sneak preview of 

content from our newest exhibit, How Long Must Women Wait?  Woman Suffrage and 

Women’s Rights in Champaign County.   

38. 

SCH 

246 

Ashlie Marcy,  

LeRoy High School  

Let’s Get LIT-Discussing 

Media Literacy in the Middle 

and High School Setting 

Fighting the fire of fake news is an essential skill in navigating the live and digital world.  In 

this session you will receive FREE and up to date resources, and lessons that are next-day 

ready for any content for middle and high school! 

39. 

SCH 

138 

Linda Clemmons,  

Illinois State University 

The Indigenous Food 

Movement 

This session will examine the Indigenous Food Movement, which aims to improve native 

health and to promote cultural empowerment by returning to indigenous foods.  Topics 

covered include: the loss of indigenous foods due to US-Indian policy, the history of health 

problems on many reservations, and the role that indigenous foods can play in native 

empowerment.  Both primary and secondary sources related to this topic will be examined, 

especially contemporary media articles.  

40. 

SCH 

242 

Mary Ellen Daneels,  

Robert R McCormick 

Foundation; &  

Tracy Freeman,  

Normal West HS/McCormick 

MS Civics Mentor 

Dialogue About Our Deepest 

Differences: Engaging 

Students in Current & 

Controversial Issues 

Discussion 

Learn best practices in creating a safe environment for student participation in addressing 

essential questions past and present.  Experience several different modes for discussion and 

explore the issue of teacher discourse.  Walk away with free resources and strategies to 

enhance your classroom practice.   

 

 

41. 

SCH 

130 

Robin Stevenson, 

Keynote Speaker & Author 

The History and Future of 

LGBTQ+ Pride  

How did Pride come to be? And what does Pride mean to the people who celebrate it? With 

historical photographs and stories of contemporary kids and teens, this presentation will 

explain the history of the LGBTQ+ rights movement and offer a glimpse at the important 

work being done by student activists to carry Pride forward into the future. 

 


